Case Study

How SAP Reignited Their
Company Camaraderie

The SAP GFSS Kick Off 2021 was an opportunity for employees working
from home to reconnect in a party-like environment. Here’s how they created
it.
Over time, isolation can wear down employees who

The keys to success turned out to be:

are working remotely. Since March 2020, most of
the Global Finance Shared Services (GFSS) team at

Variety. SAP GFSS employees are tech-savvy and

SAP has been working from home - more than

frequently conference over video. They needed a

1,600 employees missing out on the interpersonal

digital approach with customisable activities that

connections of the busy SAP locations.

felt fresh.

This made the GFSS Kick Off 2021 all the more

Scalability. With a small but mighty internal team,

important as the event goal was to connect their

SAP GFSS needed an event that would run

colleagues worldwide. They needed to share

smoothly behind the scenes for a massive audience

management messaging, offer networking

of employees.

opportunities, and provide a relaxed, celebratory
environment.

Fun. Amidst management messaging and various
agendas, the GFSS team wanted the event to feel

The main problem: How could the GFSS team plan

more like a party than a conference, with plenty of

a Kick Off at scale that was both inviting and

opportunities to socialise.

exciting for employees around the globe? After
researching platforms that could meet their needs,

The MEETYOO platform could fulﬁll all of these

SAP GFSS decided MEETYOO was the right ﬁt.

requirements.
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The main task was to design a large employee
event that would run seamlessly, enabling
attendees to relax and enjoy themselves. MEETYOO
curated online content that was sure to engage
employees, and built these offerings into a sleek,
clever design in line with the GFSS team vision of a
creative trek around the world. The result was a
digital event that ran smoothly for the SAP GFSS
event organizers leading the Kick Off, while offering

Attendees actively participated, engaging in the
prepared activities and networking with coworkers
in a unique and interactive digital setting.
The MEETYOO team was excited to rise to the
challenge and unique vision that SAP GFSS had in
mind. In the end, we created an event that was
varied, scalable, and above all, fun.

a unique, immersive experience for employees:
Live webcasts were popular with attendees and
ran smoothly for back-end operators.
Individual/Group chats offered employees the
opportunity to connect, socialise, and catch up in a
relaxed environment.
Custom designs were the highlight of the event,
placing attendees on a beachside dance ﬂoor with a
DJ, in an airport terminal, and at the peak of Mount
Everest.

The GFSS team appreciated the seamless ﬂow of
the event and the collaborative stages which
preceded it - their internal communications team

SAP GFSS facts and ﬁgures:

was two members strong, but with the support of

+ The Kick Off event was made
available to over 1,600 employees.
+ Employees from over 75 countries
attended.
+ The event featured many unique
virtual activities and locations.

MEETYOOs managed service they were able to plan
and execute a large scale event within a few weeks.
Employees responded positively to the variety of
activities that broke the mould of familiar video
conferences, and the custom designs that
transported them to a party held at all corners of the
world.
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We are delighted to hear about the positive experience that GFSS team members had attending the event, and
excited to see where the company takes their digital events strategy in the future! Connecting people and
strengthening social ties during these times is our top priority.

“In times when everyone sits alone in their home-ofﬁces, MEETYOO helped us to
connect, engage, interact and have fun with our employees while sharing
important organizational information and driving our business forward.”
Viktorie Janackova, SAP GFSS Internal Marketing & Communications, Event Organizer

“Not only did MEETYOO help us realise our challenging vision, delighting our
audience and other stakeholders, but it also managed to maintain an incredible
level of customer service, professionalism, and superior performance.”
Katerina Jureckova, SAP GFSS Internal Marketing & Communications, Event Organizer

Ready to get started?
Would you like to ﬁnd out more about the MEETYOO platform? Visit our website to
read about our digital event solutions and gain a detailed insight into all features.

Find out more

Nice to “MEETYOO”
About us
ᐩ

Software made in Germany since 1999

ᐩ

International ofﬁces in Berlin, Mannheim,
Singapore, and New York

ᐩ

Daily hosting of around 20,000 hours of
digital events and conferences in more
than 80 countries

ᐩ

1,000,000 users on our virtual platform

ᐩ

Digital solutions which are cost-effective
and reduce our clients’ environmental
footprint

ᐩ

ISO/IEC 27001:2013 - TÜV seal of
approval for the highest standards in
information security

ᐩ

Award winning software that is fully
GDPR compliant.

Meet the family
We’ve got a solution that suits any event and budget.

Bring your webcasts to life

Jump in and build your own event

Let us create your ultimate event

Learn more

Explore online

Book a demo

